INTRODUCTION
Motorneuron nerve terminals host thousands of synaptic vesicles (Rizzoli and Betz, 2005) that release neurotransmitters upon the arrival of action potentials (Katz, 1969) . Many motorneurons trigger hundreds of thousands of action potentials a day (Hennig and Lømo, 1985) driving synaptic vesicles into multiple cycles of rapid exo-and endocytosis (Maeno-Hikichi et al., 2011) . The synaptic vesicle cycle is governed by precisely regulated, extremely fast, and spatially restricted protein-protein interactions. Exemplary reactions are the priming of SNARE complex to trigger fast Ca 2+ dependent exocytosis and the dynamin1-dependent retrieval of plasma membrane (Slepnev and De Camilli, 2000; Sudhof, 2004) . Although not well known yet, the effect of the maintained synaptic activity is probably a source of protein-stress causing subtle, but nevertheless cumulative, damage in protein folding. Under those conditions, molecular chaperones act to save proteins from irreversible unfolding. Indeed, vertebrate synapses are probably endowed by chaperones that protect proteins from stress-dependent degradation and prevent long term failures of nerve terminal function (Muchowski and Wacker, 2005) . However, the most vulnerable synaptic proteins and the mechanisms protecting them are poorly understood. The existence of those mechanisms is supported by studies in which cysteine string proteina (CSP-a) expression has been inactivated in knock-out mice (Chandra et al., 2005; Ferná ndez-Chacó n et al., 2004; Schmitz et al., 2006) . CSP-a is an abundant synaptic vesicle protein that is composed of an N-terminal DNA-J domain and a C-terminal string of cysteine residues (Buchner and Gundersen, 1997; Chamberlain and Burgoyne, 2000) . Initial studies in Drosophila advanced the knowledge on CSP-a function (Zinsmaier et al., 1994) . Later, knock-out mice lacking CSP-a opened new possibilities to study different synapses with high resolution physiological methods (Ferná ndez-Chacó n et al., 2004) . We know that 1), CSP-a is not an essential molecular component to execute neurotransmitter release early postnatally in fast synapses like the calyx of Held, but it is required to maintain synaptic function after 3 weeks of age (Ferná ndez-Chacó n et al., 2004) ; 2), CSP-a cooperates with a-synuclein to maintain the stability of the SNARE-complex that fails to assemble efficiently when CSP-a is absent (Chandra et al., 2005; Sharma et al., 2011a Sharma et al., , 2011b ; and 3), CSP-a is likely most required at the synaptic terminals with high activity (Ferná ndez-Chacó n et al., 2004; García-Junco-Clemente et al., 2010; Schmitz et al., 2006) . Those observations indicate that CSP-a acts as a chaperone to rescue proteins that might become unfolded by the effect of maintained synaptic activity (Sharma et al., 2011b) . SNAP-25 is the most remarkably reduced synaptic protein in CSP-a knockout mice (Chandra et al., 2005; Sharma et al., 2011a Sharma et al., , 2011b . Perhaps, other synaptic proteins become functionally altered. A systematic functional study of the complete synaptic vesicle cycle in CSP-a KO mice would be useful to investigate further molecular alterations. Now, using quantal analysis at the neuromuscular junction (NMJ) we describe a significant decrease in the number of vesicles available for release, likely explained by a priming defect as a consequence of reduced SNAP-25 levels. In addition, using synaptopHluorin (spH) imaging of the synaptic vesicle cycle at the NMJ, we have found specific alterations in synaptic vesicle recycling that might contribute to nerve terminal progressive degeneration when CSP-a is absent. Specifically, we demonstrate that motorneurons require CSP-a for the maintenance of synaptic release sites and synaptic vesicle recycling.
RESULTS

Reduced Number of Synaptic Release Sites and
Decreased Levels of SNAP-25 in CSP-a KO Terminals CSP-a KO mice expressing spH developed the strong neurological phenotype that causes early lethality within 1-2 months of age as previously described (Ferná ndez-Chacó n et al., 2004) . We used the levator auris longus (LAL) nerve-muscle preparation (Angaut-Petit et al., 1987) to study synaptic transmission with electrophysiology (Rozas et al., 2011) and with spH imaging (Tabares et al., 2007) . We first studied spontaneous release and detected fibers with ''bursts'' of miniature end-plate potentials (MEPP), as previously described in CSP-a KO mice (Ruiz et al., 2008) . However, when we excluded those fibers from our analysis, MEPP amplitude was similar in control and mutant synapses (1.03 ± 0.08 mV for wild-type (WT) and 1.19 ± 0.14 mV for CSP-a KO) (Figure S1A available online) and MEPP frequency was slightly, but not significantly, increased (0.58 ± 0.09 Hz in WT versus 0.83 ± 0.2 Hz in CSP-a KO NMJs) ( Figure S1B ). Next, we monitored end-plate potentials (EPP) evoked by nerve stimulation ( Figure 1A ) and found a significant decrease in quantal content (QC) (36.4 ± 2.3 for WT and 23 ± 2.1 for KO synapses, p < 0.001 Student's t test) ( Figure 1B ), similar to the values in the CSP-a KO mice that do not express spH (40.7 ± 2.7 for WT and 28.6 ± 3.2 for CSP-a KO) ( Figure S1C ). Upon stimulation with long depolarizing trains (100 shocks, at 10, 30, and 100 Hz) (Figure 1 C) , mutant and control terminals displayed initial similar levels of facilitation ( Figure S1D ) followed by synaptic depression, that was generally stronger in the mutants ( Figure 1C ) (10Hz: 55.0 ± 2.6% WT and 47.0 ± 3.8 CSP-a KO, p = 0.09; 30 Hz: 56.9 ± 2.4% WT and 44.1 ± 3.8% CSP-a KO, p = 0.006; 100 Hz: 48.7 ± 2.3% WT and 38.8 ± 4.6% CSP-a KO, p = 0.045). Interestingly, during the train, recordings from CSP-a KO revealed high fluctuations in EPP amplitude ( Figure 1D ), presenting a higher coefficient of variation (CV) for higher stimulation frequencies ( Figure 1E ). In contrast, at control recordings the CV was rather constant at different stimulation frequencies. Such a phenotype could be reflecting changes in the probability of release (p) or in the number of release sites (n). To clarify that issue, we investigated quantal properties of neurotransmitter release using binomial analysis (Boyd and Martin, 1956; Searl and Silinsky, 2003) . Amplitude distributions of EPPs (sets of 100 EPPs recorded at every terminal at 0.2 Hz stimulation frequency) ( Figure 1F ), were fitted to a binomial distribution to estimate the probability of release (p) and the number of synaptic release sites (n) ( Figure 1G ). The probability of release was similar in WT and CSP-a KO junctions (0.38 ± 0.01 WT versus 0.39 ± 0.02 CSP-a KO). In contrast, the mutant junctions presented a significant reduction in the number of release sites (n) ( Figure 1H ) (103.1 ± 12 versus 59.8 ± 6.9 for WT and CSP-a KO, p = 0.006, Student's t test). If parameter n is regarded as the number of vesicles that are docked and primed, then p refers to the probability that a vesicle is released from the pool (Miyamoto, 1975; Schneggenburger et al., 1999) . Therefore, the reduced n value at the mutant synapses could be interpreted as a reduction in the number of those vesicles that constitute the readily releasable pool (RRP) due to a defect in priming. Because SNAP-25 is very unstable at central synapses in CSP-a KO mice (Chandra et al., 2005; Sharma et al., 2011b) , we wondered if the same molecular phenomenon at motor nerve terminals could explain the priming deficit. We stained junctions with antibodies against green fluorescent protein (GFP) and CSP-a to demonstrate the colocalization between spH and CSP-a in control junctions ( Figure 2A ). As expected, mutant junctions displayed no staining for CSP-a. The spH labeling with anti-GFP antibodies was, however, apparently normal and revealed a slightly reduced junction area (12% of reduction; 173.8 ± 5.8 mm 2 for WT and 152.2 ± 4.9 mm 2 for KO synapses, n = 64 from 7/7 mice, p = 0.005 Student's t test). Next, we carried out triple labeling of terminals with antibodies against GFP, SNAP-25, and synaptic vesicle protein-2 (SV2) and found an obvious reduction in the SNAP-25 staining normalized to GFP (69.1 ± 4.6% reduction) and even higher when normalized to SV2 (83.1 ± 1.7% p < 0.001 for both comparisons, one-way ANOVA test) ( Figure 2B ). No changes were detected for other synaptic markers, indicating that the SNAP-25 reduction was rather selective ( Figure 2C) . Interestingly, such a reduction was also detected at very early ages (P13, Figure S2 ). Next, we carried out immunoprecipitation (IP) of SNAP-25 from LAL muscles extracts to clearly detect SNAP-25 in preparations from WT. In contrast to WT, SNAP-25 was almost undetectable in preparations from CSP-a KO mice ( Figure 2D ). Such a reduction in SNAP-25 could be the molecular explanation for the deficit in synaptic vesicle priming reflected by a reduction in the number of release sites at the CSP-a KO junctions. In order to further investigate the implication of SNAP-25 in the priming defect we analyzed synaptic transmission upon different pharmacological manipulations.
Rescue of EPP Amplitude in CSP-a KO Junctions upon Adenylate Cyclase Stimulation Protein kinase A (PKA) dependent phosphorylation of SNAP-25 increases the size of the releasable vesicle pool (Nagy et al., 2004) . On the other hand, CSP-a is also a substrate for PKAdependent phosphorylation (Evans et al., 2001) and it has been hypothesized that CSP-a might be a PKA substrate to enhance priming (Nagy et al., 2004 (H) Estimated values of p (top graph) and n (bottom graph) obtained from the fitting to binomial distribution for each set of EPPs (WT n = 16 and CSP-a KO n = 13 fibers). The averaged p is very similar for both genotypes, n is reduced at CSP-a KO synapses (p = 0.006, Student's t test). In (B), (C), (E), and (H) individual points and bar graphs represent means ± SEM. See also Figure S1 .
same in WT and CSP-a KO synapses (62.5 ± 17.5% for WT and 40.5 ± 19.8% for CSP-a KO, n = 6 WT and 7 CSP-a KO) (Figure 3E ). High external [Ca 2+ ] slightly increased the synaptic depression during sustained release at 30 Hz in both WT (61.4 ± 5% in 2 mM versus 55.7 ± 2.5% in 5 mM of the EPP initial value, measured in terms of the average of the steady state, from EPP 20 to 50) and CSP-a KO synapses (48.4 ± 5.9% and 42.9 ± 3.4% for normal and high [Ca 2+ ] conditions) ( Figure 3F ). Therefore, these results indicate that the forskolin induced potentiation could not be just solely explained by a secondary increase in Ca 2+ influx. Figure S2 and Table S2 .
A possible interpretation of these results is that, in basal conditions, PKA-dependent stimulation of vesicle priming is much reduced at the CSP-a KO terminals. Likely, PKA-activation rises the proportion of phosphorylated SNAP-25 molecules to levels high enough to restore priming and EPP amplitude. That observation suggests that CSP-a is not a major PKA-target required for the late priming steps, and that there is another target that remains unknown. However, under high frequency stimulation, in the absence of CSPa, once vesicles are released, the synaptic release rate depends on priming rate that becomes compromised by the dramatic reduction of SNAP-25, even under PKA-activation conditions.
On the other hand, intriguingly, forskolin did not rescue the synaptic depression during long stimulation trains in KO synapses (37 ± 5.1% and 36.4 ± 2.9% before and after forskolin), whereas in WT NMJs the depression was even reduced (46.4 ± 3.1% in control conditions and 56.7 ± 2.7% after forskolin treatment, p = 0.01 paired Student's t test) ( Figure 3C ). According to that observation, we could not rule out that a reduction in the recycling pool caused a shortage in vesicle supply for priming. To explore that possibility, we analyzed the synaptic vesicle recycling.
SpH Imaging during High Frequency Stimulation Reveals Impairment of Membrane Retrieval at CSP-a KO Terminals
We studied the spH fluorescence responses to action potential trains (10, 30, 50, and 100 Hz) (Figures 4A and 4B) at different ages. The responses from the youngest mutant mice litter-mate controls (P10-P15) had similar amplitudes (see Table S1 ). Older mutant mice (P16-P20) presented lower responses at higher stimulation frequencies ( Figure 4C ), whereas mice from the oldest age group (P21-P25) displayed significantly lower responses at all frequencies ( Figures 4C and 4D ). Thus, after 2 weeks of age, the phenotype progressed very rapidly with strong differences after 3 weeks of age. A concern in the study of synapses affected by neurodegeneration is that the functional phenotypes might be enhanced by secondary changes. We analyzed mice at P16-P20, the age window with a measurable phenotype when the nerve terminal degeneration is likely only incipient. Simultaneous recordings of spH fluorescence and EPP from control and mutant terminals are displayed at Figure 4E . In mutant and controls junctions, the spH fluorescence signal (DF) increased in parallel to the cumulative quantal content (SQC) ( Figure 4E ). We scaled up the WT DF signal to their corresponding SQC to better compare the time course of both sets of data (Figure 4F and Figures S3A and S3B) . Interestingly, upon applying the WT scale factor to the CSP-a KO data, the DF signal corresponding to a given SQC turned out to be higher than in the WT. For every frequency tested, the cumulative QC (SQC) for KO NMJs was reduced by more than 50% of the WT (2,426 ± 178 versus 1,150 ± 73 at 10 Hz; 6,548 ± 449 versus 3,289 ± 289 at 30 Hz; 12,727 ± 1,159 versus 6,413 ± 446 at 100 Hz, estimated vesicle number in WT versus CSP-a KO). In contrast, the spH fluorescence responses of CSP-a KO synapses were above the electrophysiological measurements and closer to WT values (32.2 ± 3.7 versus 44.5 ± 6.9 at 10 Hz; 102 ± 13.3 versus 142.1 ± 17.6 at 30 Hz; 233.2 ± 25.8 versus 363.2 ± 41.8 at 100 Hz fluorescence units increase [DF] in WT versus CSP-a KO), indicating a disproportionate increase in DF. Literally, that could apparently mean that the membrane inserted was specifically brighter at the CSP-a KO terminals compared to controls. However, the hypothesis we pursued was that such a relationship between DF and SQC arose from a surplus of membrane leftover at the cell surface upon exocytosis followed by an inefficient compensatory endocytosis. If that were the case, we should expect the recovery of fluorescence to be slowed down at mutant synapses. The ]. In (B), (C), (E), and (F) individual points and bar graphs represent means ± SEM.
recovery phase was well fitted to a single exponential decay with longer time constants for stronger stimulations ( Figure S3C) . Surprisingly, however, at different frequency stimulations and postnatal ages, the kinetic recovery in the mutants was faster than in the controls ( Figures S3C and S3D and Table S1 ). That observation was unexpected and apparently contradictory with an impairment in endocytosis. On the other hand, because mutant synapses release less synaptic vesicles, it could then happen that the endocytosis load was therefore less in the CSP-a KO. To clarify that, we analyzed the kinetics of recovery in WT and mutant recordings having a similar cumulative quantal content (6,039 ± 127 for WT and 5,611 ± 170 for KO, n = 17 and 14, respectively) ( Figure S3E ). We found that in such a subset of recordings, with a similar endocytic load, the fluorescence recovery in the mutants was slower than in the controls (17.2 ± 1.5 s for WT versus 24.5 ± 2.7 s for KO, p = 0.022 Student's t test) (Figures S3F and S3G) . That observation also supported the notion that endocytosis depended on the amount of exocytosed vesicles, and endocytosis was impaired at synapses lacking CSP-a. Next, we carried out additional tests to further examine endocytosis in CSP-a KO terminals.
Vesicle Pool Reduction and Severe Impairment of Endocytosis during Stimulation in CSP-a KO Mice At any moment, the spH fluorescence signal yields the simultaneous balance between exoand endocytosis. Complete fluorescence contribution due to exocytosis is measurable through the blocking of the V-type ATPase required for vesicle reacidification following endocytosis (Nicholson-Tomishima and Ryan, 2004) . We used folimycin, a membrane-permeant blocker of the V-type ATPase (Sara et al., 2005) to trap vesicles in the alkaline and hence fluorescent state after fusion. The fluorescence responses elicited by five 100Hz trains after folimycin incubation, in WT and mutant terminals, were used to estimate the size of the functional releasable pool of synaptic vesicles ( Figure 5A ). In control and folimycin, the responses to the first stimulation train were always smaller in the mutant synapses (86.0 ± 15.2 for WT versus 70.2 ± 17.2 for KO DF a.u.). Furthermore, the initial differences in size became bigger for successive stimulation trains ( Figure 5B) . The final fluorescence level in the presence of folimycin was dramatically reduced in the terminals lacking CSP-a. In the WT, the final fluorescence value was almost four times bigger than the fluorescence value elicited by the first train, whereas in the knock-out the increase was only double (3.7 ± 0.5 in WT versus 1.7 ± 0.3 in KO times over control train values, Figure 5B , inset). That could be explained by a reduction in the total number of synaptic vesicles. We estimated the total amount of spH in the terminals as the total fluorescence increase upon alkalinization with ammonium chloride (Miesenbö ck et al., 1998; Sankaranarayanan et al., 2000) . Strikingly, the total fluorescence values were very similar in terminals lacking CSP-a compared to controls (436 ± 67 for WT and 451 ± 84 DF a.u. for KO, Figure 5C ), indicating a similar amount of spH in mutant and control terminals. Western blots from motor nerve terminals revealed similar protein levels of spH and synaptobrevin 2 in controls and mutants ( Figure 5D ). Those observations suggested that the protein complement of synaptic vesicles was similar in mutant and control terminals, however, those measurements were insufficient to infer if the number of synaptic vesicles was normal or not.
To further investigate endocytosis with the alkaline trap approach, we compared side by side the traces of spH fluorescence evoked in control conditions with the traces obtained in the presence of folimycin. In WT terminals, the fluorescence increase in folimycin was larger than in control conditions because fluorescence quenching, due to endocytosis and In control conditions (upper panels) WT synapses maintained a sustained release at the end of the stimulus train, whereas at CSP-a KO terminals (lower panels), the synaptic vesicle recycling pool became nearly exhausted. Upon incubation with dynasore (left panels), both WT and KO failed to maintain a sustained release. reacidification during the stimulus, was abolished ( Figure 5E ). Remarkably, in mutant terminals, the amplitude of evoked spH fluorescence was similar in control and in folimycin (1.36 ± 0.18 for WT versus 0.88 ± 0.13 for CSP-a KO, p = 0.007 MannWhitney test; inset) ( Figure 5F and inset) .
Therefore, after the second week of life, the synapses lacking CSP-a, developed an impairment in the process of membrane retrieval that takes place during repetitive stimulation and the releasable pool of synaptic vesicles became severely downsized. Because dynamin1 is critical for endocytosis during the stimulus (Ferguson et al., 2007) , we wondered if the dynamin1 dependence of endocytosis was specifically impaired in CSP-a mutants.
Reduction in Dynasore-Sensitive Endocytosis and Vesicle Recycling in CSP-a Mutants
Dynasore is a selective inhibitor of dynamin1 GTPase activity (Macia et al., 2006) . Multiple laboratories have used dynasore to block dynamin1 dependent-endocytosis in central (Chung et al., 2010; Hosoi et al., 2009; Newton et al., 2006; Xu et al., 2008) and peripheral synapses (Maeno-Hikichi et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2010) without reporting toxicity and using vehicle solution as negative control. We applied stimulation trains (10 s at 10, 30, and 100 Hz), before and after incubation in dynasore (160 mM, 15 min). After the incubation, the stimulus evoked a higher fluorescence response with respect to control conditions (0.05% DMSO) in WT NMJs ( Figures 6A and S4 ) because spH was not retrieved likely due to the acute dynamin1 inhibition (Chung et al., 2010) . In contrast to WT synapses, the spH fluorescence in mutant synapses changed rather little with dynasore ( Figure 6B ). The occlusion of dynasore effect suggested an impairment of dynamin1-dependent endocytosis at the CSPa KO junctions. The endocytic efficiency (Nicholson-Tomishima and Ryan, 2004) (subtraction of normalized DF control from normalized DF in dynasore) was 71.3 ± 17.8% for WT and 30.2 ± 16 for CSP-a KO synapses ( Figure 6C ). Similar results were obtained at 10 and 100 Hz stimulation frequencies ( Figures  S4A-S4F ), indicating that decreased dynasore-sensitive endocytosis in the mutants was not due to lower exocytic load. Curiously, the recovery of fluorescence after the stimulation train, in WT and mutant junctions, was almost insensitive to dynasore, suggesting that post-stimulus endocytosis was less dependent on dynamin1 than endocytosis during the stimulus. Next, we investigated endocytosis by challenging the terminals with longer stimulation trains (180 s at 30 Hz) ( Figure 6D ). Under these conditions, the fluorescence recovery was fitted to a single exponential, that was longer in the mutants (t wt = 81.7 ± 4.7 s, n = 14 junctions; t ko = 172.9 ± 36.5 s, n = 13 junctions, p = 0.016 Student's t test) ( Figure 6E ), as expected for a slowing down in the time-course of endocytosis. Interestingly, endocytosis became more sensitive to dynasore for both WT and CSP-a KO after longer stimulation trains ( Figure 6F ). This observation indicated that, in contrast to short, longer stimulation favors the dynamin1 recruitment for post-stimulus endocytosis. Also under these conditions, dynasore-sensitive endocytosis during the stimulus, although evident, was lower in the mutant ( Figure 6F ). Next, we analyzed the electrophysiological recordings and found that in the WT, although the EPPs amplitude decreased at the end of the train, the terminals maintained a significant level of neurotransmitter release ( Figure 6G , upper panels) due to rapid vesicle recycling (Maeno-Hikichi et al., 2011) . In contrast, mutant terminals underwent strong synaptic depression that almost abolished EPPs before the train ended ( Figure 6G, lower panels) . Remarkably, the effect of dynasore at the WT terminals was a phenocopy of the CSP-a KO phenotype ( Figure 6G) . We compared the time course of the cumulative quantal content (SQC) released during the train in control conditions and in dynasore. In the WT, as expected, in the presence of dynasore the SQC was smaller than in control conditions (117,318 ± 18,234 estimated vesicle number in control and 55,391 ± 8,310 in dynasore) ( Figure 6H ). In the CSP-a KO, dynasore also induced a reduction in SQC in comparison to control conditions (59,135 ± 7,207 in control and 39,961 ± 5,525 in dynasore) ( Figure 6I ). We interpreted that under such stimulation conditions, 139.1 ± 5.2% of the vesicles in WT junctions were reused by a dynasore-sensitive mechanism (Maeno-Hikichi et al., 2011), in contrast to only 46.0 ± 7.4% of vesicles recycled in mutant synapses ( Figure 6J) . A recent study at the frog NMJ (Douthitt et al., 2011) has reported that dynasore treatment increases release probability at low (1 Hz) but not at high (50 Hz) stimulation frequency, so we cannot rule out that the fluorescence increase in dynasore attributed to endocytosis inhibition might have, in the worst of the cases, a minor component due to increased exocytosis. We have evaluated the increase in cumulative quantal content (QC) in dynasore compared to control conditions to find that such a ratio is the same for WT and mutant junctions ( Figure S4G ). In any case, we do not consider that such an effect of dynasore on neurotransmitter release interferes significantly with its major blocking effect of endocytosis that we have used in our study.
In summary, in the absence of CSP-a, dynasore-sensitive recycling of synaptic vesicles was impaired and that could contribute to the strong synaptic depression under repetitive stimulation at the terminals from CSP-a KO mice.
Deficient Synaptic Vesicle Exocytosis after Endocytosis at CSP-a KO Terminals
We analyzed the uptake and release of the stiryl dye FM2-10 at the NMJ in CSP-a KO mice that were not spH transgenic. We depolarized motor nerve terminals (600 s at 30 Hz) in the presence of FM2-10 to label the entire recycling pool (Perissinotti et al., 2008) , washed out the noninternalized dye and induced dye release (600 s at 30 Hz). The WT junctions loaded the dye efficiently and, upon stimulation, underwent almost total destaining ( Figures 7A, arrowheads, (a, c, and g, magnified in b, d, and h, arrowheads) were seen in WT and KO animals, but prevailed in KO animals and under stimulating conditions, whereas the clover structure (e, magnified in f, chevron) was seen only in KO animals in resting conditions. Scale: a, c, e, and g = 250 nm, b, d, f, and h = 100 nm. Occurrence frequency of omega shapes (lower graph). Numbers under the horizontal axis indicate the animal identification. Three clover structures were observed in two KO mice (one in 11-21 and two in 11-23) in resting conditions, and no clovers were observed in the WT animals in rest or after stimulation. For (E) and (F), n = 2 WT and 4 KO animals in resting conditions, and 3 WT and 3 KO animals in stimulated condition. (G) Western blot analysis of endocytic synaptic proteins from LAL muscle extracts does not detect changes in CSP-a KO compared to WT controls. In (B) and (C) individual points and bar graphs represent means ± SEM. See also Figure S5 and Table S2. terminals internalized the dye very efficiently too ( Figure 7A , arrows). However, upon stimulation, the dye released from the mutant terminals was dramatically low ( Figure 7B ). FM2-10 loading at mutant terminals was even higher than at the controls ( Figure 7C ) (51%, p = 0.04 Student's t test). Nevertheless, in mutant nerve terminals stimulated to release, most of the dye (66.9 ± 2.7% of the total loaded) became trapped inside, whereas in the control terminals the residual dye was very little (19.9 ± 4.4%, p < 0.001, Student's t test) ( Figure 7D ).
Ultrastructural Features Compatible with Membrane Trafficking Defects
To go deeper in our study, we carried out ultrastructural analysis of synaptic terminals with electron microscopy. In general, mutant junctions fixed in resting conditions presented normal postsynaptic foldings and similar nerve terminal size and vesicle density to WT terminals ( Figure 7E , panels a-c, and S5A). Interestingly, it was possible to observe omega-shape invaginations of plasma membrane that, although rare, were more easily found in the mutant than in the WT terminals ( Figure 7F , panels a-d and bar diagram). In addition, some mutant terminals presented big membrane presynaptic compartments of unknown origin and organelles with an unusual shape (clover shape) compatible with arrested vesicle budding from endosomes ( Figure 7F , panels e and f). Some of those structures kept similarities with those observed in dynamin mutants (Ferguson et al., 2007; Raimondi et al., 2011) or at the sternocleidomastoid muscles in CSP-a KO mice (Ferná ndez-Chacó n et al., 2004). To complement our analysis, we analyzed a set of junctions after electrical nerve stimulation (180 s at 30 Hz) (Figures 7E and 7 F and S5) . We found that mutants and WT terminals had a similar number of vesicles, with a significant tendency to be of bigger size in the mutant ( Figure S5A ). The presynaptic area and the vesicle density were similar to the values found in resting conditions for both genotypes. However, when we restricted our measurements to the effective area where vesicles reside (by removing the area occupied by mitochondria and axonal filaments) we found a significant increase in that area in WT and mutant upon stimulation that translated into a lower vesicle density in the mutants ( Figure S5A ). In addition, omega shape structures were also more frequent in the mutant upon stimulation ( Figure 7F ). Altogether, those observations could reflect alterations in membrane trafficking downstream of compensatory endocytosis.
Normal Levels of Endocytic Proteins
We wondered if the defects detected in the recycling could be caused by instability and/or degradation of dynamin1 or other endocytic proteins that would normally require CSP-a to keep them stable over the time. Several proteins involved in vesicle recycling (intersectins, dynamins, Hsc-70, RME-8, and actin) were examined by immunoblotting of protein extracts from LAL muscles. Surprisingly, and in contrast to the strong decrease in SNAP-25 levels (Figure 2 ), we could not detect any reduction in the levels of endocytic proteins in the mutant terminals compared to controls ( Figures 7G and S5B-S5D) .
Thus, the measurements of vesicle recycling with FM2-10 suggested that the internalized membrane, upon strong stimulation, fails to be properly processed in order to initiate immediately a new wave of exocytosis and thus compromised the integrity of the recycling pool. That could be due to impairment in fast biogenesis of functional vesicles. Consistent with that view, the terminals from CSP-a KO mice exhibited plasma membrane features and unusual organelles compatible with slowed-down or arrested vesicle recycling. However, no decreased levels of endocytic proteins could be detected.
DISCUSSION
CSP-a is essential to prevent activity-dependent degeneration of nerve terminals. Previous studies have reported a defect in synaptic transmission at the neuromuscular junction in CSP-a KO mice (Ferná ndez-Chacó n et al., 2004; Ruiz et al., 2008) . Here, we have investigated functional alterations of the synaptic vesicle cycle at the very initial stages of degeneration in CSP-a KO mice. We have found that in motor nerve terminals CSP-a is essential to maintain priming for exocytosis and, surprisingly, recycling of synaptic vesicles.
Reduced Synaptic Vesicle Exocytosis Due to a Priming Defect CSP-a KO junctions show normal probability of release (p) but a decreased number of release sites (n). Such a phenotype is probably caused by a functional impairment in vesicle priming. The strong reduction in SNAP-25 (Figure 2) at the CSP-a KO motor terminals likely reduces the number of functional SNARE complexes that limits priming. Although we cannot completely rule out that the phenotype is just secondary to early degeneration, we think that the rescue of quantal content upon forskolin treatment (Figure 3) points toward a functional defect in priming rather than to structural degeneration of nerve terminals. A vesicle pool model in chromaffin cells (Nagy et al., 2004) proposes that PKA-dependent phosphorylation of SNAP-25 inhibits depriming and that there is a late step in priming regulated by an additional, as yet unknown, PKA target that could be CSP-a (Evans et al., 2001; Nagy et al., 2004) . One possibility is that SNAP-25 is functionally impaired due to a conformational change before it becomes degraded (Sharma et al., 2011b) . In such a situation, SNAP-25 would be a poor substrate for PKA phosphorylation and the basal levels of PKA activity would be insufficient to maintain the normal amount of phosphorylated SNAP-25. The balance between phosphorylated and nonphosphorylated forms of SNAP-25 would be shifted toward the nonphosphorylated species in the absence of CSP-a. The overstimulation of PKA activity could overcome such a situation by promoting the phosphorylation of SNAP-25 and improving its functionality. Although our most parsimonious explanation focuses on SNAP-25, we cannot rule out that, alternatively or additionally to SNAP-25, forskolin activates another PKA-dependent or PKA-independent cAMP-regulated targets to promote vesicle priming in parallel to or downstream to SNAP-25 (Gekel and Neher, 2008; Nagy et al., 2004) . In any case, our experiments demonstrate that such a target is not CSP-a. In addition, it has been recently proposed that synaptic vesicle endocytosis is required to preserve the number of release sites (Hosoi et al., 2009) . Therefore, the alteration of dynasore-sensitive endocytosis that we have observed ( Figure 6 ) could also contribute to the decrease in the number of release sites in CSP-a mice. In addition, it is intriguing that the reduction in the number of synaptic release sites does not translate into a reduction in the frequency of MEPPs in the CSP-a KO fibers ( Figure S1A) . Future experiments will have to investigate if that apparent discrepancy could be explained by a mechanistic segregation of spontaneous and action-potential-driven synaptic signaling (Kavalali et al., 2011) .
Impaired Synaptic Vesicle Recycling in CSP-a KO Terminals Several experimental evidences indicate that endocytosisdependent recycling of synaptic vesicles is severely impaired in CSP-a KO mice: 1), the gain of membrane fluorescence per quantum released is higher in the mutant, consistent with a sluggish endocytic response that fails to quickly restore the plasma membrane surface to prestimulation levels ( Figure 4E) ; 2), imaging of spH fluorescence upon blocking synaptic vesicle reacidification unmasked that endocytosis during the stimulus is abrogated in the mutants in comparison with control mice (Figures 5E and 5F), as previously described in knock-out mice lacking synaptotagmin1 (Nicholson-Tomishima and Ryan, 2004) and dynamin1 (Ferguson et al., 2007) ; and 3), the time course of the fluorescence recovery due to re-acidification, depending on compensatory endocytosis after the stimulus, is slower in the mutants (Figures 6E and S3F ). Dynasore-sensitive endocytosis is preferentially scaled down in the mutants. Under mild stimulation conditions (10 s at 30 Hz), dynasore strongly inhibits endocytosis during the stimulus in control mice. In contrast, under those conditions, dynasore effect is significantly occluded in the mutants. Upon longer stimulation (180 s at 30 Hz), dynasore substantially inhibits post-stimulus endocytosis in WT and mutant terminals, presumably because of dynamin1-dependent endocytosis enhancement. Activity-dependent bulk endocytosis (ADBE) could be getting induced under those conditions (Clayton et al., 2009 ). On the other hand, motor nerve terminals from the mutant are able to uptake the FM2-10 (Figure 7) . Indeed, the amount of internalized dye is higher in the mutant than in the WT ( Figure 7C ), probably because less exocytosis in the mutant means less leak of dye during the loading. The mutant terminals, that require exo-and endocytosis to get the FM2-10 cargo, strikingly fail to destain when they are immediately challenged with a second depolarizing train (Figures 7A and 7B) . That observation is consistent with the mutant ability to internalize plasma membrane coexisting with a severe defect to swiftly transform endocytosed membrane into functional synaptic vesicles, perhaps by a dynamin1-dependent reaction. In support of that notion, long stimulation trains induce dynasore-sensitive post-stimulus endocytosis, however, that stimulation paradigm does not rescue the downsizing of the recycling vesicle pool (Figures 6E-6I ). It might occur that at the beginning of the train, there is a limited pool of synaptic vesicles in which exo-and endocytosis are tightly coupled by a fine mechanism that is dynamin1-and/or SNAP-25-dependent and such a mechanism fails in the absence of CSP-a. EHSH1/Intersectin1 could be involved in such a mechanism (Okamoto et al., 1999) , although we did not detect changes in its protein levels (Figure 7G) . It is possible that such a mechanism is not required for ADBE. Because SNAP-25 has been proposed to participate in postsynaptic receptor internalization (Selak et al., 2009) , we cannot rule out that the reduction in SNAP-25 by itself is directly affecting synaptic vesicle recycling. Indeed, it has been recently proposed that neurodegeneration in CSP-a KO mice is primarily produced by a defective SNAP-25 function (Sharma et al., 2011a) . In Drosophila it has been reported that vesicle recycling measured with FM1-43 at the neuromuscular junction was normal in csp mutants (Ranjan et al., 1998) . On the other hand, analysis of photoreceptors at the retina of CSP-a KO mice uncovered a significant increase in the number of clathrincoated vesicles and an unusually high number of omega-shape vesicles attached to the plasma membrane (Schmitz et al., 2006) , consistent with altered endocytosis in photoreceptors. Our electron microscopy analysis at the NMJ of CSP-a KO mice in resting and stimulated conditions (Figures 7 and S5A) shows some features that suggest impairment of complete vesicle recycling. For example omega shapes are more easily found in mutant than in WT terminals. In comparison with the dramatic ultrastructural changes found in central synapses of knock-out mice lacking different dynamin isoforms (Ferguson et al., 2007; Raimondi et al., 2011) , the changes that we have found are rather subtle but compatible with impairment of membrane trafficking steps after the initiation of compensatory endocytosis.
The defect in endocytosis that we have found affects a pool of synaptic vesicles that recycle by a dynasore-sensitive, presumably dynamin1-dependent mechanism. Indeed, the size of that pool is reduced in nerve terminals lacking CSP-a. That could explain the increased synaptic depression in CSP-a mutants in vivo (Ferná ndez-Chacó n et al., 2004) similar to what happens when dynamin1-dependent recycling is impaired (Delgado et al., 2000; Ferguson et al., 2007) . Our observations indicate that CSP-a is preferentially required to support the dynasore-sensitive recycling at the nerve terminals, but not for endocytosis in general. Presumably, vesicle recycling through dynamin1-dependent mechanisms might require long term maintenance of molecular folding or assembly supported by chaperones. It has been hypothesized that dynasore might also inhibits endocytosis by a dominant-negative or by an off-target effect (Raimondi et al., 2011) . If that were the case, the occluded effect of dynasore in the CSP-a KO could be reflecting an impairment of some other step in addition to dynamin1-dependent endocytosis. Figure 8 displays a model that summarizes our findings remarking the steps sensitive to the absence of CSP-a.
Molecular Mechanisms of CSP-a Action and Synaptic Degeneration
Our findings are in agreement with our previous studies (Chandra et al., 2005; Ferná ndez-Chacó n et al., 2004) and they now provide deeper insights on the presynaptic mechanisms at the very early stages of nerve terminal degeneration. Our study raises questions such as which molecular mechanisms underlie the functional relationship between CSP-a and synaptic vesicle recycling. It has been previously shown that the molecular co-chaperones Hsc70 and the DNA-J domain protein auxilin play a key role in both ATP-dependent clathrin-uncoating and dynamin1-mediated constriction (reviewed in Eisenberg and Greene, 2007) . Interestingly, SNARE dependent exocytosis also requires the chaperoning action of NSF and ATP hydrolysis. Thus, the two key phenomena at the vesicle cycle, exocytosis and dynamin1-dependent endocytosis are supported by the action of specialized chaperones. Curiously, CSP-a contributes to the stability of the SNARE complex (Chandra et al., 2005) therefore it would not be surprising that CSP-a plays a similar stabilizing role for protein complexes in dynamin1-dependent endocytosis. Although we cannot totally rule out that our functional finding are merely secondary to degeneration, it is worth noting that Chandra's group has found that CSP-a interacts with and regulates the polymerization of dynamin1 and, in addition, the levels of dynamin1 are decreased in brain synaptosomes of CSP-a knock-out mice (Zhang et al., 2012) . Interestingly, neurotrophin receptors endocytosis is a dynamindependent process (Deinhardt et al., 2007) important for axonal growth (Bodmer et al., 2011) . Thus, a failure in neurotrophin action could contribute to the activity-dependent presynaptic degeneration that take place in the absence of CSP-a.
In summary, our study shows that CSP-a is required to maintain the size of the releasable pool of synaptic vesicles in motorneurons, presumably by conveying stability to SNAP-25. In addition we have found that synaptic vesicle recycling is impaired in motor nerve terminals without CSP-a. The link between alterations in the synaptic vesicle cycle and the synaptic degeneration remains still unexplained. It has been recently reported that mutations in the gene DNAJC5, encoding CSP-a in humans, cause autosomal-dominant adult-onset neuronal ceroid lipofuscinosis (Benitez et al., 2011; Nosková et al., 2011) . Therefore, our observations in mouse synapses will potentially be helpful in future studies to advance the understanding of mechanisms of synaptic degeneration in humans.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES Animals
Heterozygous CSP-a KO mice (Ferná ndez-Chacó n et al., 2004) were crossed against transgenic mice that express spH under the control of the Thy-1 promoter (Tabares et al., 2007) . We bred the resulting offspring and selected heterozygous CSP-a KO mice that were homozygous for the spH transgene to establish the CSP-a- KO 
Imaging and Electrophysiology
Experiments were performed at room temperature (23 C) using a Nikon Eclipse E600FN upright epifluorescence microscope through a 603 (1.0 NA) water immersion objective. SpH was excited at 488 nm using a Polychrome IV monochromator (Till Photonics). Electrophysiological and FM2-10 based measurements were carried out as previously described (Rozas et al., 2011 ) (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures for details).
Immunohistochemistry and Protein Biochemistry
We followed the procedures previously described (Rozas et al., 2011 ) (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures for details).
Electron Microscopy
Muscles in resting conditions or after stimulation (180 s at 30 Hz) were processed for conventional transmission electron microscopy (for details, see Supplemental Experimental Procedures). Images were taken on a CM-10 (Philips) electron microscope with Veleta (Olympus) camera controlled by iTEM platform (Olympus SIS). At WT terminals the recycling vesicle pool (RcP) contributes to maintain the readily releasable pool (RRP) that is formed by primed vesicles in a pre-fusion state that leads to exocytosis. Several modes of endocytosis might contribute to vesicle recycling: dynasore-sensitive (likely dynamin1-dependent) (DDE), dynamin1-independent (DIE), and activity-dependent bulk endocytosis (ADBE). At the CSP-a KO terminals, the recycling and the readily releasable vesicular pools are reduced. The RRP reduction is mainly a consequence of the priming reduction due to the drastic decrease of SNAP-25 levels that leads to a reduced exocytosis (1). In addition a defect in dynamin1-dependent recycling (2, 3) might lead to a reduction in the size of the RcP.
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